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Children’s rights in urban spaces.
How do they appear?
What can we learn?
What did we observe in the city?
How might we make more space for nature?
How might we create the right scale and infrastructure for child-friendly spaces?
How might we ensure to create opportunities for kids to be contributors?
Solution
Space 1
More safe space for play and interaction
Solution
Space 2
Scale the city to everyone’s liking
Contributions to the guide based on our research.

How can we apply the D4CR guide in the analogue world?
Better break down principle 3:

“I have purpose so make my influence matter”
D4CR Guide

How could it adapt (II)

It's not missing, but it is never fully mentioned in the D4CR Guide:

Bring yourself on eye level - see the world from my perspective!
D4CR Guide
How could it adapt (III)

Urban space is not designed for children to succeed, when they intend to contribute.

Create opportunities to actively design for children to contribute as a resident/citizen.
Team 7 on Mural:
https://app.mural.co/invitation/mural/d4cr8645/1611511321559